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24. ESTÉE LAUDER
Advanced Night Repair Synchronized Recovery Complex II 50ml
Our most comprehensive anti-aging serum ever. Advanced with exclusive repair technology, it is proven to significantly reduce major signs of visible aging. So effective, this
powerful recovery complex supports the natural synchronization of skin’s night time repair process. Take advantage of the restorative power of night and see your skin look
smoother, younger and more radiant. Inspired by groundbreaking research, it’s the one formula your skin shouldn’t live without.

US$ 107

25. ESTÉE LAUDER
Advanced Night Repair Eye Supercharged Complex Synchronized Recovery 15ml
The sparkle of youth is in your eyes. Wake up to eyes that look bright, hydrated, visibly revived. This supercharged treatment helps repair the visible impact of lack of
sleep, UV, pollution—even blue light. A potent hydration booster, including Hyaluronic Acid, infuses skin with vital moisture.

US$ 64

DUTY FREE
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26. ESTÉE LAUDER
Micro Essence Skin Activating Treatment Lotion 200ml
Now activate the foundation of your most youthful-looking skin: Softer and
smoother. Alive with incredible clarity and translucency. This next-generation
essence lotion penetrates rapidly to renew, rehydrate and balance the look of your
skin. Our exclusively formulated bio-ferment—a concentrated extraction infused
with rich, vital micronutrients— helps skin activate its natural resistance to visible
signs of aging. Skin looks younger and healthier, now and in the future.

US$ 108

27. ESTÉE LAUDER
Travel In Color Makeup Palette
Travel beautifully with this easy color companion for eyes, lips and cheeks. No
matter where you are, get ready in a snap with the hottest shades at your side.
Includes: Pure Color Envy EyeShadow and Blush, 4 Pure Color Envy Lipstick
Pours, Sumptuous Knockout Mascara, Double Wear Eye Pencil, Mirror and
Applicators, plus a sample of our newest innovation for eyes.

US$ 59

DUTY FREE
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28. LANCÔME
Advanced Génifique Youth Activating Concentrate 50ml
For the 1st time, our scientists unlock the new secret equation of skin’s youthful
appearance: the combination of 10 measurable clinical signs, not only visual but also
tactile. New Advanced Génifique today repairs and activates these 10 signs of youth,
day and night*. Enriched with a biotechnology derived ingredient, its new patented
formula is incredible to the touch. First results in just 7 days**.
* Percentage of improvement - Clinical study – 34 women – 8 weeks.
** Self-assessments – 34 women.

US$ 125

29. LANCÔME
Advanced Génifique Yeux Light Pearl 20ml
Our 1st eye illuminating serum inspired by gene science, Lancôme
introduces a reinforced formula for immediately visible effectiveness.
A few minutes massage a day to open up your eyes to the radiance of
youth.* The winning synergy of an eye-illuminating formula allied with a
revolutionary massaging applicator, to reduce eye bags and reach every
recess of the eye contour. Eyes look bigger and younger in just 1 month.
Regain the radiant power to capture the attention.
*Self-assessments – 50 women – 4 weeks.

US$ 81

DUTY FREE
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30. LANCÔME
Advanced Génifique Sensitive 20ml
Seasonal changes, pollution and stresses of modern life may result in
the feeling of fragility on the skin surface (tight skin, tingling sensations,
discomforts and may lead to premature signs of aging. This dual concentrate
soothes and reinforces your sensitive skin and helps to protect against daily
aggressors. The technology? Two formulas in one product, isolated from
each other until first use to maintain their freshness. At activation, the blue
concentrate enriched with antioxidants (Ferulic + Vitamin E) releases into the
base to create a dual concentrate helping to soothe sensitive skin and reduce
the appearance of visible signs of aging.

US$ 81

31. LANCÔME
L’Absolu Palette-Parisienne Chic
L’Absolu Palette – Parisienne Chic is an all-in-one, modern and generous palette, for an easy make-up on-the-go. 8 eyeshadows, 3 lipsticks, mini mascara, eye
pencil, compact powder and blush in the palette allows you to create 4 easy & didactic looks on any occasion and from day to night. It is your perfect travel make-up
companion and the perfect gift.

US$ 74
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32. CLINIQUE
Moisture Basics Dramatically Different Moisturizing Gel (125ml x2)
Travel Exclusive: Discover the oil-free moisture “drink” developed by Clinique’s dermatologists to maintain optimal moisture balance for skins comfortable
in the cheeks but oily in the T-Zone or oily all over. Dramatically Different Moisturizing Gel works to soften, smooth, improve the condition and texture of
your skin. Here, two convenient pump-dispensing bottles.
Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.

US$ 60

33. MOROCCANOIL
Treatment Traveler Set (25ml + 50ml)
Hair that’s silky, healthy, shiny and full of life. Moroccanoil Treatment is the product that pioneered oil-infused hair care and created the worldwide buzz
on argan oil. An essential foundation for hairstyling that can be used as a conditioning, styling and finishing tool. Infused with antioxidant-rich argan oil,
strengthening proteins and shine-boosting vitamins, this completely transformative treatment detangles, speeds up drying time and boosts shine – leaving
hair smooth, manageable and nourished with each use.

US$ 36

DUTY FREE
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34. L’OCCITANE
Sweet Hands Kit (6 x 30ml)
Soften your hands with these must-have creams from L’Occitane for moisturized and delicately perfumed hands. They envelop the hands with a comforting scent of our
original Shea Butter, a voluptuous Rose or delicate Cherry Blossom and Pivoine Flora scents. The perfect gift to share with your beloved one.
Includes:
Shea Butter Hand Cream 30ml x2
Cherry Blossom Hand Cream 30ml x2
Rose et Reines Hand Cream 30ml
Pivione Hand Cream 30ml

US$ 45

35. EGYPTIAN MAGIC
All Purpose Cream 75ml
This all-purpose, all-natural balm is made from six of nature’s most powerful and healing ingredients. Use as a facial moisturiser and eye cream, hair conditioner, lip balm,
nail and cuticle conditioner, and to treat conditions like eczema, psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. Its formula also makes it perfect for helping to prevent stretch marks, fading
scars and healing blemishes.

US$ 35

DUTY FREE
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36. L’OREAL
CC Balm Genius by Balm Caresse - Color Shades
Color Riche Cc Genius Trio 153g.
Cc Balm Genius Red 2.
Cc Balm Genius Cor 2.
Cc Balm Genius Pink 3.

US$ 35

37. L’OREAL
Look On The Go - Parisian Glamour
Color Riche Le Rouge - R513 Viva Red.
Color Riche L’extraordinaire – 201 Rose Symphony (Coral).
Color Riche Moist Matte - R517 Raspberry Syrup.

US$ 45
DUTY FREE
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38. GROUNDED
Activated Charcoal Teeth Whitening Powder 50g
Get the Hollywood smile you have always been searching for with our New 100% Natural Activated Charcoal Teeth Whitening Powder. Simple wet your tooth brush
and dip in my tropical whitening powder, the Activated Charcoal with calcium, will instantly start to remove plaque, stains such as; red wine, coffee, food or tobacco,
polish teeth & freshen breath. No added colours, preservatives, artificial flavours or fluoride. 100% Natural, safe on enamel, Made in the UK.

US$ 15

39. GROUNDED
Egyptian Gold Retinol Serum 50ml
Egyptian Gold Retinol Serum by Grounded is the newest breakthrough formula in anti-ageing. This serumis formulated with Pro Retinol to target wrinkles, blemishes,
dark circles and all the signs of ageing. Retinol has long been worshipped by beauty editors, dermatologists and skin care lovers around theworld as a huge breakthrough
in anti-ageing. Why you ask ? Retinol helps you to naturally producecollagen which reverses the effects of ageing and sun damaged skin. Egyptian Gold Retinol Serum
willstimulate the production of new skin cells leaving your skin looking super youthful with an amazingshining glow.

US$ 32
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40. SPA TREATMENT
HAS Stretch iSheet
Deep moisturizing facial sheet mask for eye wrinkles and smile lines~
This facial sheet mask soaked in 110ml serum can be used daily. One box
contains 30 sheets so you can apply it on your skin everyday as a special
treatment. Ingredients : Syn-Ake (a small synthetic peptide that helps reduce
the appearance of wrinkles and laughter lines) improves skin elasticity. HAS
(Human Adipose-derived Stem cell) benefits in the regeneration of tissues and
penetrates into every corner of the skin layer to bring back your smooth skin.
6 kinds of collagens and 5 kinds of hyaluronic acids help to create perfect skin
hydration and barrier.

US$ 65

41. NURSERY
Cleansing Gel (50ml x 3)
These are Nursery series of amazing natural makeup remover gel which were
born in Japanese beauty Salon. The color and the aroma are made from a natural
botanical ingredient. It is just like a fruit jelly which effectively removes makeup,
even waterproof mascara in one step. This set consists of 3 types our variety --Yuzu, Lemon&Lime and Sakura, you can use those depending on mood in every
day. This is the best size for present and travel.
* Not include any artificial colors or fragrance.

US$ 25

42. NURSERY
Japanese Moist Face Mask Sakura Sheet (5 Pcs)
This is a moisturizing mask with 3 types of natural cherry Blossoms
essence. 3 types of hyaluronic acid and 3 types of collagen help your
skin keep hydrated and pomegranate, silk and peach leaves keep your
skin smooth for woman. We wish the beauty of cherry Blossoms could be
brought to the world.
* Not include any artificial colors or fragrance.

US$ 20

DUTY FREE
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43. REVLON®
Super Lustrous™ Lip Cube
Get ready to fall in love again with the new lipcube! With new trendy shades and finishes, it has all the bestselling lipstick shades you must own. Each travel exclusive set
comes with 9 full-sized Super Lustrous™ lipsticks infused with mega-moisturizers for silky smooth seductive looking lips.

US$ 54

©2018 Revlon, Inc.

MORE COLOR. MORE CHOICES. MORE IMPACT.
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44. LIP SMACKER
Coke Airmail Tin
The authentic taste of your favourite beverage flavours in lip balms that are as good for your lips as they taste. Fun and collectable tin box includes six
Lip Smackers;
Coca-Cola Classic, Coca-Cola Vanilla, Coca-Cola Cherry, Sprite, Fanta Orange and Fanta Strawberry. Travel refreshed with free sleeping mask that is
included in the box. The perfect gift for all those who loves lip balms.

US$ 18

DUTY FREE
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